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anabgous to A&teduetion in A-calcuius was 
e define a notion of pseudo-c@normaI form and 
mai fwm there exists a A-term in A&normal form 
tionr 
In addition to the notation taken from [ are the -tra 
by the algorithm [ I,,, [ I@, +-. is the combinatory wea 
inatory strong reduction. 
nition of @-reduction Q given in [a] the axiom (5’) is deli 
t (5) U fnl,xti U and Uf[x”j8Y 
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es 
c/3-reduction r-O described in [4]. 
thout the extra conditio 
axioms (p), (+) and (e’), 
x]& we can have, from the app 
ere U is functional and XC 
seems strange a 
ith functional an y 
if 
CL-term 
(a) X is weakly irreducible, and 
(b) for all terms Y, if X *’ Y then 
Now we introduce the notion of pseu 
nf) if 
Y, where a is a variable and each Yi is in pcpnf, or 
=&]‘Y where x is any variable and Y a term in pcpnf. 
e combinator S is in 
s (i) and (ii), the term xz(yz) is 
(iii), the followin 


Now, let us co sider the term [y-x*, * * 0, &Jo 
EY Xl,. . . , “A&_1 1 
0 
1 0 . . . . &--i 
by in&don hypothesis. 
Ep y.q,...,xpI__I Q: 
(i) and the fact that [x, 9 . . . , x, ] iS 
al x is in 
I&l([YI l l l YRSIYG l l l z,> 
([xut l l l Yn7lY.G l l l z,>* 
(b) [x]~ Y is not functional; then 
VI l ’ l yt?w* ‘9 l qJ)U 
n+tWn+*l7&+l 
Ap+, pp [xy* . . . y*]& . . . 2” which is not frill and we take m = 0, p = 0 an 
Y 
= - &+1 l 
e) : Assume that the term is 
A-[ 
fiis is a consequence of 
U-9 
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(G==): Let be a A-te in h/3-nomat fo si iate 
uction on the structure of 
nma 3 we have [xl’ 
ucible; then Y sFa 
is a functional a~~licatiQn 
s not f~~~ti~~a~, the relation Zx +-* Y implies 
ever S( b-Q 

